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Barcode Based Warehouse Management system

USFDA-UKMHRA-GMP certified product



Why choose 

ATL-WHM On Warehouse Operations

Save Time80%

Optimize Space75%

For material handling

Reduced queries85%

Labeling , dispatch and GRN

Automation of100%

when compared to manual warehousing
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Receiving stock is to gain insights into shipments 
that have been delivered, but that are not yet at 
their final location. Material Receiving can be 
against purchase order, transfer order or 
production order.

Receiving 

No matter how big or small your warehouse, 
location based storage of material increases the 
speed at which you can pick your orders, storage 
space utilization and the accuracy of your stock.

Location Marking

Through integrated label printing utility, printing 
unique shipping labels for cartons and pallets is 
just a click away.

Label Printing

START
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ATL-WHM



Put away helps to know the location of all inventories on your shelves. 
Put away location can be pre-defined according to material types or 
system guided based on the availability of space. Through mobile 
computer, scan location barcode first and then material barcode. 
System real time updates location of available stock. .

Put  Away

Improve error-proofing and productivity in the picking process. Workers 
receive their picks on a mobile device that routes them to the proper 
location. Scanning items when you pick them verifies that the right item 
at the right quantity is picked. System also facilitates FIFO, Expiry 
Date and LOT No based picking.

Picking

Once the material is picked it can be repacked or palletized. System 
facilitates secondary pack barcode label printing and pallet 
barcode labels. System also maintains serial no information of primary 
packages packed in secondary package or pallets.

Re-packing/Palletizing:



At the loading point through Mobile 
Computer you can make sure intended 
products of intended quantity are being 
delivered to the party. System validates 
material being loaded against sales order or 
delivery challans.

Dispatch:

It is very critical for an organization’s success. 
Eliminate errors and time-consuming manual 
processes by centralizing product, customer 
and vendor records across all function.

Inventory Management: :

Through Mobile Computer Inventory count can be done by 
scanning barcodes. At the end of operation system 
generates material variance reports as well as location 
wise material variance report.

Physical Stock Taking:

The Warehouse Management System is 
designed to provide a wide range of useful 
enquiries and reports based on specific data 
analysis.

Reporting Management:



RFID Based Operations

Mobility

One click Dashboards & Statistics
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ATL-WMS
General Features

Well driven user management

Barcode Based  operations
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